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sure to be treasured this unique collection of nine historical christmas romances is packed with adventures in

faith and love each penned by a different multi published author mended hearts tragedy forces rachel ellsworth

to leave st louis but she is comforted by the idea that she won t reside with her maiden aunts in tiny lost creek

nebraska for long when a broken promise changes everything rachel must reexamine all she s ever believed all

she thought she wanted groundbreaking does for tv shows what leonard maltin s guides do for movies forget

movies sales of tv dvds are outpacing all other categories according to video store magazine the simpsons 24

lost desperate housewives alias even old chestnuts like columbo and home improvement are blowing out of the

stores as fans and collectors rush to buy their favorite shows compact and complete how do buyers know which

shows are the best which season contains that favorite moment which episode features that guest star they don t

not without their trusty copy of 5 000 episodes no commercials which gives full information on every sitcom and
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drama released on dvd whether in season by season sets individual episodes best of compilations specials or

made for tv movies almost 500 pages of listings include year of original airing information on audio and video

quality extras easter eggs and more every couch potato is sure to heave up off the sofa just long enough to buy

5 000 episodes no commercials romance is in the air during the fall wedding season in the amish community of

cedar creek but while one loving couple prepares to tie the knot amanda and wyman brubaker s large family

faces a threat from outside their happy circle and must learn to pull together recently wed amanda and wyman

brubaker are thrilled that their children from previous marriages have blended together to form a strong family but

when the construction of wyman s new grain elevator is delayed making the project more expensive than

anticipated amanda s determination to rally the kids into taking on work to improve the family s finances comes

into conflict with wyman s sense of responsibility as head of the household meanwhile as james graber and abby

lambright prepare for their long awaited nuptials folks gather from far and wide amanda s nephew jerome has

long been smitten with james s sister emma and wants to seize this chance to woo her but emma s been burned

once and is twice shy of trusting the fun loving never serious jerome as emma and jerome struggle to

understand each other and find the courage to make a leap of faith the brubakers face a bigger challenge than

they first anticipated and begin to discover just what it means to fight the amish way the biographical
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encyclopedia of american radio presents the very best biographies of the internationally acclaimed three volume

encyclopedia of radio in a single volume it includes more than 200 biographical entries on the most important

and influential american radio personalities writers producers directors newscasters and network executives with

23 new biographies and updated entries throughout this volume covers key figures from radio s past and present

including glenn beck jessie blayton fred friendly arthur godfrey bob hope don imus rush limbaugh ryan seacrest

laura schlesinger red skelton nina totenberg walter winchell and many more scholarly but accessible this

encyclopedia provides an unrivaled guide to the voices behind radio for students and general readers alike the

amish community of cedar creek is celebrating a wedding when amanda lambright widowed with three daughters

marries wyman brubaker a widower with five children she envisions joining their two households into one big

happy family but it isn t quite that easy amanda lambright loves wyman brubaker and after four years as a single

mother she is grateful for his support and for this new chance at happiness as his wife she s confident that their

children will get along just fine but once amanda s clan moves into wyman s home the tight quarters and wyman

s reluctance to make changes to accommodate amanda cause friction the older kids are squabbling the little

ones are frequently in tears tiny alice ann isn t speaking at all amanda and wyman can t find any privacy and

amanda wonders if she ll ever have a chance to pursue the pottery making that means so much to her amanda
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believes that family lies at the center of any well lived amish life can she find the wisdom to guide the reluctant

members of her new extended family toward the love that will bind them together generations of amish neighbors

and friends enjoy the simple things in life in the lush countryside of cedar creek missouri but matters of the heart

have a way of complicating the most clear cut plans everyone knows the lambright family since they own a

greenhouse and a dry goods store in which their eldest daughter abby runs her own sewing shop there abby

spends just as much time mending townspeople s torn relationships as their clothes but the local maidel has

sworn off any suitors of her own because of her unrequited love for james graber the buggy maker across the

road the man her younger sister zanna is about to marry then the wedding day arrives and zanna is nowhere to

be found breaking james heart zanna has brought shame to her family but there s more in store for them when

they discover how far she has fallen long buried secrets come to light and they test the faith and friendship

between the two families as well as the bonds of the cedar creek community abby is at the center of it all trying

to maintain everyone s happiness but will she ever find her own another spring reminds the amish of cedar creek

missouri that for everything there is a season zanna lambright is finally marrying jonny ropp and friends and

family have come from far and wide to celebrate among them is young widow rosemary yutzy mother of toddler

katie whose husband was tragically killed last fall with a willing heart rosemary has taken over care of her in law
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s family and continued to run a baked goods business from home but privately she still mourns her lost joe and

is unprepared for the changes that are coming rosemary s father in law wants to merge his lamb raising

business with matt lambright s a move that will require the yutzys to relocate from their nearby town to cedar

creek moreover it will bring rosemary into constant contact with matt who is making no secret of his romantic

interest in her the challenges of contemplating a future unlike any she expected are overwhelming for rosemary

and although matt is strong and kind his courtship is so persistent she often wants to run the other way as

rosemary struggles to see beyond her immediate joys and sorrows will she embrace the outpouring of welcome

and support from the people of cedar creek and accept this new chance to open her heart to a more abundant

life produced in association with the museum of broadcast communications in chicago the encyclopedia of radio

includes more than 600 entries covering major countries and regions of the world as well as specific programs

and people networks and organizations regulation and policies audience research and radio s technology this

encyclopedic work will be the first broadly conceived reference source on a medium that is now nearly eighty

years old with essays that provide essential information on the subject as well as comment on the significance of

the particular person organization or topic being examined it was a dream come true for connie to marry a farmer

and have her little house on the prairie being a city girl she could only imagine how peaceful country life would
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be but no sooner than the wedding bells stopped ringing did the alarms of fear begin to toll why did life suddenly

seem so brutal was this mans anger and violent behavior because of something she did why did it take her so

many years to escape had she failed her fourteen children by not leaving sooner read this womans journey to

find your own peace and forgiveness when santy s reindeer abandon their job in the midst of a texas storm he

enlists the help of two lonely cowpokes so that he can finish his christmas eve rounds from the regional bands of

the 1930s and 1940s to the impact of elvis presley on the musicians and singers of the 1950s prairie nights to

neon lights takes us inside the heart of west texas music the new york times bestselling author star of little house

on the prairie and two term sag president recounts her return to rustic life with her new husband in a cottage in

the catskill mountains during the covid 19 pandemic in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier

weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard

publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media

digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends the heart of a stranger childhood sweethearts susannah pruitt

and justin rossiter are reunited when justin a reformed outlaw returns home to make peace with his family and

friends but can susannah trust her heart to the man who may have murdered her father learn more than a dozen

stamping techniques with easy to follow instructions you ll be able to make your own greeting cards to mark
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milestone occasions celebrate holidays or just say hello before the first world war winnipeg was canada s third

largest city and the undisputed metropolis of the west rapid growth had given the city material prosperity but little

of its wealth went to culture or the arts despite the city s fragile cultural veneer the enthusiasm and dedication of

members of the arts community and a grpup of public spirited citizens led to the establishment of the winnipeg

art gallery in 1912 and the winnipeg school of art in 1913 this volume is a history in words and illustration of the

early years of the winnipeg school of art its hopes and ideals and its struggles for survival its story is in large part

a record of art and artists in winnipeg during the period the growth of the school is described through the terms

of its first four principals alexander musgrove frank johnston keith gebbhardt and l lemoine fitzgerald biographical

sketches on artists involved with the school as teachers or students from 1913 to 1934 are also included

reproductions of over 80 selected works from the exhibition marking the seventieth anniversary of the founding of

the school eight in full colour present the most vital and provocative arrt of the period bonanza aired on nbc from

september 12 1959 to january 16 1973 playing to 480 000 000 viewers in over 97 countries it was the second

longest running western series surpassed only by gunsmoke and continues to provide wholesome entertainment

to old and new fans via syndication this book provides an in depth chronicle of the series and its stars a history

of the show from its inception to the current made for television movies is provided and an episode guide
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includes a synopsis of each show and lists such details as the main characters of each episode and the actors

who portrayed them the dates they stayed with the show date and time of original broadcast writer director

producer executive producer and supporting cast also provided are character sketches for each of the major

recurring characters career biographies of lorne green pernell roberts dan blocker and michael landon brief

biographical sketches of the supporting cast a discography of recordings of the bonanza theme and recordings of

the four major stars and information on bonanza television movies in its 114th year billboard remains the world s

premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard

publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media

digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends over 365 card ideas in its 114th year billboard remains the

world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform

billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming

media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier

weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard

publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media

digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly
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music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the

most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile

entertainment issues and trends montana offers a wealth of outdoor fun for the active traveler from skiing and

snowmobiling to fly fishing and horseback riding with stunning scenery and colorful history the state is one of the

most appealing in the us and the best part it s rarely crowded in black chicago s first century christopher robert

reed provides the first comprehensive study of an african american population in a nineteenth century northern

city beyond the eastern seaboard reed s study covers the first one hundred years of african american settlement

and achievements in the windy city encompassing a range of activities and events that span the antebellum civil

war reconstruction and post reconstruction periods the author takes us from a time when black chicago provided

both workers and soldiers for the union cause to the ensuing decades that saw the rise and development of a

stratified class structure and growth in employment politics and culture just as the city was transformed in its first

century of existence so were its black inhabitants methodologically relying on the federal pension records of civil

war soldiers at the national archives as well as previously neglected photographic evidence manuscripts

contemporary newspapers and secondary sources reed captures the lives of chicago s vast army of ordinary

black men and women he places black chicagoans within the context of northern urban history providing a better
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understanding of the similarities and differences among them we learn of the conditions african americans faced

before and after emancipation we learn how the black community changed and developed over time we learn

how these people endured how they educated their children how they worked organized and played black

chicago s first century is a balanced and coherent work anyone with an interest in urban history or african

american studies will find much value in this book sinclair ross 1908 1996 best known for his canonical novel as

for me and my house 1941 and for such familiar short stories as the lamp at noon and the painted door is an

elusive figure in canadian literature a master at portraying the hardships and harsh beauty of the prairies during

the great depression ross nevertheless received only modest attention from the public during his lifetime his

reluctance to give readings or interviews further contributed to this faint public perception of the man in as for

sinclair ross david stouck tells the story of a lonely childhood in rural saskatchewan of a long and unrewarding

career in a bank and of many failed attempts to be published and to find an audience the book also tells the

story of a man who fell in love with both men and women and who wrote from a position outside any single

definition of gender and sexuality stouck s biography draws on archival records and on insights gathered during

an acquaintance late in ross s life to illuminate this difficult author describing in detail the struggles of a gifted

artist living in an inhospitable time and place stouck argues that when ross was writing about prairie farmers and
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small towns he wanted his readers to see the kind of society they were creating to feel uncomfortable with

religion as coercive rhetoric prejudices based on race and ethnicity and rigid notions of gender as for sinclair

ross is the story of a remarkable writer whose works continue to challenge us and are rightly considered classics

of canadian literature
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A Prairie Christmas Collection 2013-09 sure to be treasured this unique collection of nine historical christmas

romances is packed with adventures in faith and love each penned by a different multi published author

A Prairie Christmas Collection 2023 mended hearts tragedy forces rachel ellsworth to leave st louis but she is

comforted by the idea that she won t reside with her maiden aunts in tiny lost creek nebraska for long when a

broken promise changes everything rachel must reexamine all she s ever believed all she thought she wanted

5000 Episodes and No Commercials 2011-11-09 groundbreaking does for tv shows what leonard maltin s guides

do for movies forget movies sales of tv dvds are outpacing all other categories according to video store

magazine the simpsons 24 lost desperate housewives alias even old chestnuts like columbo and home

improvement are blowing out of the stores as fans and collectors rush to buy their favorite shows compact and

complete how do buyers know which shows are the best which season contains that favorite moment which

episode features that guest star they don t not without their trusty copy of 5 000 episodes no commercials which

gives full information on every sitcom and drama released on dvd whether in season by season sets individual

episodes best of compilations specials or made for tv movies almost 500 pages of listings include year of original

airing information on audio and video quality extras easter eggs and more every couch potato is sure to heave

up off the sofa just long enough to buy 5 000 episodes no commercials
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Emma Blooms at Last 2014-11-04 romance is in the air during the fall wedding season in the amish community

of cedar creek but while one loving couple prepares to tie the knot amanda and wyman brubaker s large family

faces a threat from outside their happy circle and must learn to pull together recently wed amanda and wyman

brubaker are thrilled that their children from previous marriages have blended together to form a strong family but

when the construction of wyman s new grain elevator is delayed making the project more expensive than

anticipated amanda s determination to rally the kids into taking on work to improve the family s finances comes

into conflict with wyman s sense of responsibility as head of the household meanwhile as james graber and abby

lambright prepare for their long awaited nuptials folks gather from far and wide amanda s nephew jerome has

long been smitten with james s sister emma and wants to seize this chance to woo her but emma s been burned

once and is twice shy of trusting the fun loving never serious jerome as emma and jerome struggle to

understand each other and find the courage to make a leap of faith the brubakers face a bigger challenge than

they first anticipated and begin to discover just what it means to fight the amish way

Biographical Encyclopedia of American Radio 2013-05-13 the biographical encyclopedia of american radio

presents the very best biographies of the internationally acclaimed three volume encyclopedia of radio in a single

volume it includes more than 200 biographical entries on the most important and influential american radio
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personalities writers producers directors newscasters and network executives with 23 new biographies and

updated entries throughout this volume covers key figures from radio s past and present including glenn beck

jessie blayton fred friendly arthur godfrey bob hope don imus rush limbaugh ryan seacrest laura schlesinger red

skelton nina totenberg walter winchell and many more scholarly but accessible this encyclopedia provides an

unrivaled guide to the voices behind radio for students and general readers alike

Amanda Weds a Good Man 2013-11-05 the amish community of cedar creek is celebrating a wedding when

amanda lambright widowed with three daughters marries wyman brubaker a widower with five children she

envisions joining their two households into one big happy family but it isn t quite that easy amanda lambright

loves wyman brubaker and after four years as a single mother she is grateful for his support and for this new

chance at happiness as his wife she s confident that their children will get along just fine but once amanda s clan

moves into wyman s home the tight quarters and wyman s reluctance to make changes to accommodate

amanda cause friction the older kids are squabbling the little ones are frequently in tears tiny alice ann isn t

speaking at all amanda and wyman can t find any privacy and amanda wonders if she ll ever have a chance to

pursue the pottery making that means so much to her amanda believes that family lies at the center of any well

lived amish life can she find the wisdom to guide the reluctant members of her new extended family toward the
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love that will bind them together

Abby Finds Her Calling 2012-02-28 generations of amish neighbors and friends enjoy the simple things in life in

the lush countryside of cedar creek missouri but matters of the heart have a way of complicating the most clear

cut plans everyone knows the lambright family since they own a greenhouse and a dry goods store in which their

eldest daughter abby runs her own sewing shop there abby spends just as much time mending townspeople s

torn relationships as their clothes but the local maidel has sworn off any suitors of her own because of her

unrequited love for james graber the buggy maker across the road the man her younger sister zanna is about to

marry then the wedding day arrives and zanna is nowhere to be found breaking james heart zanna has brought

shame to her family but there s more in store for them when they discover how far she has fallen long buried

secrets come to light and they test the faith and friendship between the two families as well as the bonds of the

cedar creek community abby is at the center of it all trying to maintain everyone s happiness but will she ever

find her own

Rosemary Opens Her Heart 2012-11-06 another spring reminds the amish of cedar creek missouri that for

everything there is a season zanna lambright is finally marrying jonny ropp and friends and family have come

from far and wide to celebrate among them is young widow rosemary yutzy mother of toddler katie whose
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husband was tragically killed last fall with a willing heart rosemary has taken over care of her in law s family and

continued to run a baked goods business from home but privately she still mourns her lost joe and is unprepared

for the changes that are coming rosemary s father in law wants to merge his lamb raising business with matt

lambright s a move that will require the yutzys to relocate from their nearby town to cedar creek moreover it will

bring rosemary into constant contact with matt who is making no secret of his romantic interest in her the

challenges of contemplating a future unlike any she expected are overwhelming for rosemary and although matt

is strong and kind his courtship is so persistent she often wants to run the other way as rosemary struggles to

see beyond her immediate joys and sorrows will she embrace the outpouring of welcome and support from the

people of cedar creek and accept this new chance to open her heart to a more abundant life

The Castaways of the Prairie 1869 produced in association with the museum of broadcast communications in

chicago the encyclopedia of radio includes more than 600 entries covering major countries and regions of the

world as well as specific programs and people networks and organizations regulation and policies audience

research and radio s technology this encyclopedic work will be the first broadly conceived reference source on a

medium that is now nearly eighty years old with essays that provide essential information on the subject as well

as comment on the significance of the particular person organization or topic being examined
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Through prairie and forest, the adventures of De La Salle 1880 it was a dream come true for connie to marry a

farmer and have her little house on the prairie being a city girl she could only imagine how peaceful country life

would be but no sooner than the wedding bells stopped ringing did the alarms of fear begin to toll why did life

suddenly seem so brutal was this mans anger and violent behavior because of something she did why did it take

her so many years to escape had she failed her fourteen children by not leaving sooner read this womans

journey to find your own peace and forgiveness

Encyclopedia of Radio 3-Volume Set 2004-03-01 when santy s reindeer abandon their job in the midst of a texas

storm he enlists the help of two lonely cowpokes so that he can finish his christmas eve rounds

Merrie Prairie Christmas 1989-10 from the regional bands of the 1930s and 1940s to the impact of elvis presley

on the musicians and singers of the 1950s prairie nights to neon lights takes us inside the heart of west texas

music

Bowker's Complete Video Directory 1996 the new york times bestselling author star of little house on the prairie

and two term sag president recounts her return to rustic life with her new husband in a cottage in the catskill

mountains during the covid 19 pandemic

Mama's Little House on the Prairie 2009-07-10 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly
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music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the

most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile

entertainment issues and trends

Prairie Night Before Christmas 1986 the heart of a stranger childhood sweethearts susannah pruitt and justin

rossiter are reunited when justin a reformed outlaw returns home to make peace with his family and friends but

can susannah trust her heart to the man who may have murdered her father

Prairie Nights to Neon Lights 1997 learn more than a dozen stamping techniques with easy to follow instructions

you ll be able to make your own greeting cards to mark milestone occasions celebrate holidays or just say hello

Brands and Their Companies 1996 before the first world war winnipeg was canada s third largest city and the

undisputed metropolis of the west rapid growth had given the city material prosperity but little of its wealth went

to culture or the arts despite the city s fragile cultural veneer the enthusiasm and dedication of members of the

arts community and a grpup of public spirited citizens led to the establishment of the winnipeg art gallery in 1912

and the winnipeg school of art in 1913 this volume is a history in words and illustration of the early years of the

winnipeg school of art its hopes and ideals and its struggles for survival its story is in large part a record of art

and artists in winnipeg during the period the growth of the school is described through the terms of its first four
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principals alexander musgrove frank johnston keith gebbhardt and l lemoine fitzgerald biographical sketches on

artists involved with the school as teachers or students from 1913 to 1934 are also included reproductions of

over 80 selected works from the exhibition marking the seventieth anniversary of the founding of the school eight

in full colour present the most vital and provocative arrt of the period

Back to the Prairie 2022-05-10 bonanza aired on nbc from september 12 1959 to january 16 1973 playing to 480

000 000 viewers in over 97 countries it was the second longest running western series surpassed only by

gunsmoke and continues to provide wholesome entertainment to old and new fans via syndication this book

provides an in depth chronicle of the series and its stars a history of the show from its inception to the current

made for television movies is provided and an episode guide includes a synopsis of each show and lists such

details as the main characters of each episode and the actors who portrayed them the dates they stayed with the

show date and time of original broadcast writer director producer executive producer and supporting cast also

provided are character sketches for each of the major recurring characters career biographies of lorne green

pernell roberts dan blocker and michael landon brief biographical sketches of the supporting cast a discography

of recordings of the bonanza theme and recordings of the four major stars and information on bonanza television

movies
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Conifer Nursery Practice in the Prairie-Plains 1965 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly

music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the

most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile

entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 2005-11-26 over 365 card ideas

Christmas Homecoming 2003 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication

and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts

and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues

and trends

The Best of Stamp It! Cards 2011 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music

publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most

trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile

entertainment issues and trends

Winnipeg School of Art 1989-08-01 in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music

publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most
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trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile

entertainment issues and trends

Research Collections in Canadian Libraries: Prairie provinces 1972 montana offers a wealth of outdoor fun for the

active traveler from skiing and snowmobiling to fly fishing and horseback riding with stunning scenery and

colorful history the state is one of the most appealing in the us and the best part it s rarely crowded

Research Collections in Canadian Libraries: Prairie provinces 1972 in black chicago s first century christopher

robert reed provides the first comprehensive study of an african american population in a nineteenth century

northern city beyond the eastern seaboard reed s study covers the first one hundred years of african american

settlement and achievements in the windy city encompassing a range of activities and events that span the

antebellum civil war reconstruction and post reconstruction periods the author takes us from a time when black

chicago provided both workers and soldiers for the union cause to the ensuing decades that saw the rise and

development of a stratified class structure and growth in employment politics and culture just as the city was

transformed in its first century of existence so were its black inhabitants methodologically relying on the federal

pension records of civil war soldiers at the national archives as well as previously neglected photographic

evidence manuscripts contemporary newspapers and secondary sources reed captures the lives of chicago s
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vast army of ordinary black men and women he places black chicagoans within the context of northern urban

history providing a better understanding of the similarities and differences among them we learn of the conditions

african americans faced before and after emancipation we learn how the black community changed and

developed over time we learn how these people endured how they educated their children how they worked

organized and played black chicago s first century is a balanced and coherent work anyone with an interest in

urban history or african american studies will find much value in this book

The Writers Directory 2013 sinclair ross 1908 1996 best known for his canonical novel as for me and my house

1941 and for such familiar short stories as the lamp at noon and the painted door is an elusive figure in canadian

literature a master at portraying the hardships and harsh beauty of the prairies during the great depression ross

nevertheless received only modest attention from the public during his lifetime his reluctance to give readings or

interviews further contributed to this faint public perception of the man in as for sinclair ross david stouck tells the

story of a lonely childhood in rural saskatchewan of a long and unrewarding career in a bank and of many failed

attempts to be published and to find an audience the book also tells the story of a man who fell in love with both

men and women and who wrote from a position outside any single definition of gender and sexuality stouck s

biography draws on archival records and on insights gathered during an acquaintance late in ross s life to
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illuminate this difficult author describing in detail the struggles of a gifted artist living in an inhospitable time and

place stouck argues that when ross was writing about prairie farmers and small towns he wanted his readers to

see the kind of society they were creating to feel uncomfortable with religion as coercive rhetoric prejudices

based on race and ethnicity and rigid notions of gender as for sinclair ross is the story of a remarkable writer

whose works continue to challenge us and are rightly considered classics of canadian literature

A Reference Guide to Television’s Bonanza 2015-09-15

Billboard 2006-12-16

Prairie Farmer 1847

A Card a Day 2009

Bowker's Directory of Videocassettes for Children 1999 1999-03

Billboard 2006-12-23

Billboard 2006-11-04

Billboard 2006-12-09

Montana Adventure Guide 2009-10-24

Black Chicago's First Century 2005-07-25
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Union Agriculturist and Western Prairie Farmer 1890

Adult Catalog: Subjects 1970

As for Sinclair Ross 2005-01-01

Attwater's Prairie Chicken 1941
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